The following detailed quotations should help readers grasp core ideas of the two books mentioned above, before I proceed to evaluate critically, in a combined review, each publication's approach to its discrete topic.
[a] country that experienced more than three and a half centuries of slavery, and a more recent governmental policy explicitly aimed at whitening the population, not to mention everyday forms of color discrimination in domestic life, cannot be imagined to be immune to the power of 'race' ... All I can add is that, more important than being Brazilian, nordestina, female, Bahian, mestiça, or claiming any other identity that would grant me fragmented rights within the Babylonic structure of capitalism, I opt to be increasingly human. I want to strengthen my own Red') will also be subjected, first through '"Savage" film' analysis.
By a Savage film, Wilderson means one directed by an 'American Indian' and whose narrative has to plan for the film's ethical dilemmas to be carried by a Native American central figure. 4 The Savage, and 'The Settler' (whites), two human communities, though separated from one another by auto-mobility, 5 are united by spatial and temporal loss (for example, 'territorial integrity, political selfdetermination, economic independence, and religious freedom'), a grammar of suffering they share as follows: they cannot be antagonistic visàvis one another because Savage and Settler cannot share their grammar of suffering with the Slave. It would be preposterous to talk about black Brazilians as socially or ontologically dead. At the same time, to take issues with Afro-Brazilian activists' and blocos' anti-racist discourse seems an arduous task. This is because it is grounded in engagement with history, place, federal and local government race policies (or race denials), and day-to-day anti-black racism. Nevertheless, as Pinho rightly remarks, this anti-racist discourse overlooks gender analysis: seldom do activists and blocos make reference to how 'racism affects men and women differently' while they fail 'to question' their own sexism, which leads to the female black body remaining 'the preferred locus for performing the pedagogy of blackness' through black beauty pageants for example. 
